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Lachenmeier Stretch Hood

One of the primary goals of end-of-line packag-
ing is to ensure that products arrive at their des-
tinations in the same condition as they left a pro-
duction site. Whether products are transported 
by truck, train, ship or plane, it is essential that 
they do not shift, tilt, topple or otherwise create 
a safety hazard which could ultimately lead to 
damaging the products. 

The flexibility and strength of stretch hood films 
combined with our knowledge of how to wrap 
food products, be it boxes, glasses, buckets, or 
bags has made stretch hood wrapping a cost 
efficient alternative to traditional stretch wrap 
and shrink wrap technologies. 

Lachenmeier Stretch Hood for Wrapping of Food Products
The alternative to traditional shrink and stretch wrap
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No matter if food in cans, in bags, in boxes, in jars or buckets, we know exactly how to 

wrap food products in order to protect the load, Not only to provide the optimum stabil-

ity, but also to prevent the product itself from being damaged by a film pressing with 

too much force against the load.

5-sided load protection

No crushing of products

No condensation issues

High speed wrapping - 
250+ loads/hour

Optimum looks for  
improved branding

Well known and  
competitive solution

Low TCO

Remove excess primary 
and secondary  

packaging material and 
save money on your total 

packaging costs



Controlled 
load containment 
force

The density and fragility of a product 

determines how much containment 

force our stretch hood film is allowed to 

exert on a product without damaging it. 

Combined with our know-ledge of how 

much compression force is needed to 

keep a certain load stable, we are able 

to choose the perfect film size, thick-

ness and quality needed to obtain 

the required load stability at lowest 

possible price. No more no less.



Stretch Hood videos

Load shapes and wrapping patterns

Lachenmeier stretch hood is not just a closed film bag being ap-
plied to a uniform load. We can apply film sleeves as well as 
short hoods, we can wrap with perforated film to avoid conden-
sation as well as apply film reinforcement on the load where 
needed. At the same time stretch hood is also for products with 

Fully Wrapped Film Sleeve Top Cover

different shapes and sizes where especially traditional stretch wrap 
tends to fall short, like loads with irregular shapes, single layer 
loads, loads with sharp edges or protrusions as well as in-bound 
loads. You name it, we wrap it.



Lantmännen

Flour and cereals in paper bags stacked in trays or 25 kg bags 
of flour products on pallets ranging from 1/4, over 1/2 to full 
euro pallets are running through the Lachenmeier stretch 
hooder type Multi FleX1 at Lantmännen. The 1/4 pallets are 
wrapped individually, then restacked 4 on a euro pallet for final 
wrapping. Take a look at the packaging setup at Lantmännen...

DMK

Food products also come in bags, like shown on the video 
above. Milk powder in paper bags is very suitable for stretch 
hood wrapping. The transparent film not only keeps the prod-
ucts in prestine conditions but also guarantees the required 
containment force necessary for heavy bag loads. See wrap-
ping of bags - the most common product to be wrapped using 
the stretch hood technology...

Arla

Wrapping of beverages in tetra bricks are considered a difficult 
task, but knowing how to apply a film in order to avoid product 
crushing and at the same time obtain the required load stabil-
ity is what makes Lachenmeier Stretch Hood the solutions for  
this product group. See for yourself...!

A huge variation of food products in jars placed in carton trays 
as well as miscellaneous products in plastic buckets are what 
characterises the production line at Develey. Optimum brand-
ing of the various products are guaranteed due to the trans-
parent film, and condensation issues are eliminated as the  
pallets are wrapped with a perforated film. Take a look..!

Develey

https://vimeo.com/166957423/2b926365ff
https://vimeo.com/166932167/01afea3a61
https://vimeo.com/166936159/698d406842
https://vimeo.com/166939512/5b6061eb41
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Lachenmeier – Fynsgade 6-10 – 6400 Sønderborg – Denmark
电话: +45 7342 2200 – info@lachenmeier.com
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